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in WordPress. It's a simple example to go from
one page to another. I use a php script

(example.php) to register a hyperlink in the
navigation menu which does this. When I load

the site in Wordpress (hosted on GoDaddy), the
link does not work. The site loads a new page -
where it should not. A: WordPress is a blogging

platform that provides pretty much every
functionality a server-side web application can

offer. In order to provide something which
makes the most sense for a blogging platform,
which is to switch from one specific "post" to
another, WordPress provides a built-in way to

do that: switch_to_blog(). switch_to_blog can be
used to switch to a specific blog. This one will
load the specific blog by its slug, which will be
the blog name as configured in the wp-options
table. switch_to_blog($new_blog); You could,

for example, have a function to fetch your
posts and loop over them function fetch_posts()
{ $posts = array(); $query = 'SELECT * FROM '.
$wpdb->posts.'ORDER BY ID DESC'; $db_posts

= $wpdb->get_results($query);
foreach($db_posts as $post) { $posts[] = array(
'post_title' => $post->post_title, 'post_content'
=> $post->post_content, 'post_type' => 'post',
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